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Colorado Project LAUNCH (COPL) 
State Young Child Wellness Council Meeting 
Clayton Early Learning 
3975 Martin Luther King Blvd. (Training Center, Meer a Mani Room) 
Denver, CO 80205 (see attached map); BUILDING CODE: 1812 
Wednesday, June 28, 2017, 9-11:30am 
Conference Call-In 
1-877-820-7831, 720-279-0026 (Host: 9448862#, Guests: 729694#) 
 
 

COPL VISION: All children in Colorado are valued, healthy, and thriving. 
 
COPL MISSION: The mission of Colorado Project LAUNCH is to improve the Colorado early childhood system by enhancing the expertise of behavioral 
health providers in the primary care and child-serving sectors through: 
 

1. Increasing access to and availability of evidence-based prevention and wellness promotion practices; 
2. Addressing health disparities by incorporating the National Standards for Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate Services in Health and 
Health Care (the National CLAS Standards); 
3. Increasing equity through access, use, and outcomes for racial and ethnic minority children and families; and  
4. Building and sustaining an effective early childhood system.  

 
The long-term goal of the Council is to contribute to the sustainability of a seamless system of services for Colorado children and families. Colorado 
Project LAUNCH aims to do its work through a multi-generational, holistic and family-centered lens.  
 
ROLE & PURPOSE OF THE YOUNG CHILD WELLNESS COUNCIL  

 Serving as activators by taking the work of Colorado Project LAUNCH to other venues, sharing  information with his/her own organization or 
networks, identifying potential areas for collaboration, and sharing lessons learned.  

 Bringing information about related efforts from the community to the Council to inform state and local work. 
 Reflecting on communities’ implementation barriers and successes and making recommendations for changes to state-level policies, practices 

or systems. 
 Engaging with diverse stakeholders, including the business sector, non-profit organizations, faith-based institutions, and state and local 

governments. 
 Informing the Early Childhood Leadership Commission on successes, challenges and systemic barriers and engage the ECLC in discussions and 

action steps on  implications for the state early childhood system related to policy, financing, workforce, and sustainability.  

 
 
 
 

http://www.claytonearlylearning.org/about-us/campus-map/
http://www.claytonearlylearning.org/about-us/campus-map/
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MEETING MINUTES 
 

Meeting Outcomes: 
1) Council members are adequately informed regarding key project activities. 
2) Council is aware of results and implications of the key informant interviews and the Wilder Collaboration Surveys.  
3) Council develops and prioritizes next steps to improve Council functioning based on evaluation results. 

 
Attendees (Council): Alicia Ramirez, Gina Robinson, Gloria Higgins, Jennifer Stedron, Jodi Dooling-Litfin, Katherine Casillas, Kay Mikus (phone), Lauren 
Heintz, Lori Medina-Anders, Princess Mack. 
Staff: Amber Viitanen, Carsten Baumann, Jordana Ash, Lorraine Kubicek, Mandy Bakulski, Molly Yost, Phuonglan Nguyen, Rachel Hubbard, Sarah 
Davidon.  
Guests: Jodi Hardin, Dalia Milford, Pete Dawson.  
 

Time Topic/Activity – FOLLOW UP ACTIONS IN YELLOW 

8:30-9 am Informal networking  

9-9:15 am 

Welcome & Introductions – Katherine Casillas 
 
Katherine welcomed everyone to the meeting and reminded everyone to review the new beginning section on Council vision, mission, 
role and purpose. She conducted a friendly “test” of the Council around age range of children served by LAUNCH (8-0), five core 
strategies, and what the acronym stood for (Linking Actions for Unmet Needs in Children’s Health). Katherine also explained and 
reminded council of the overall structure and flow of the meeting following the open-narrow-close.  Introductions were done by 
members stating their names and their “super-passion” and defining where passions and skills intersect for Council members. Super-
passions include: Connecting people, try and learn new things, focus on a plan, jump in the deep end (PDSA), chubby babies, solutions 
for chromic problems, earthy feel to technological things – human touch, take care of others, help others, equal access to opportunities, 
honoring the individuals/ people/systems, relationship fostering, holistic changes for families, thinking of maternal and paternal 
parents, tough and challenging hikes, ball of yarn analogy with lots of connections, many minds greater than one mind. 

9:15-9:45 am 

Old Business – Princess Mack 
 
Member updates re: communication plan - popcorn: Kempe Center, Lunch and Learn event for the Early Childhood Colorado 
Partnership, sharing communications plan with Essentials for Childhood project, upcoming opportunity for a training with the 
Community College of Aurora (via Adrienne Johnson), ECPAC ongoing work with local early childhood councils, LAUNCH Together 
partner weaved into implementation plans. Princess shared about her experience in DC and her opportunity to share her story with so 
many of the influential people at the federal level, as well as the other communities in Cohort 6. She was pleased with the reception she 
received from everyone, and in particular felt like she was able to connect personally with a high-level staff member in SAMHSA. 
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Princess was also able to connect with SAMHSA on an idea for having a national effort to connect family partners who are interested in 
this work and SAMHSA was willing to look into this. 
 
Pete Dawson asked how the LAUNCH communication work on social emotional development is connected to ABCD’s work with 
Boulder County Early Childhood Council. Currently the metro SIM collaborative is running a mental health stigma reduction campaign 
geared toward adults (Let’s Talk) but are there complimentary materials addressing mental health stigma geared to improving parents’ 
ability to follow through to referrals. COPL staff will follow up with Pete re specifics of the LAUNCH communications plan and social 
emotional awareness materials. Gloria Higgins inquired as to how she can locate the SE awareness materials. COPL staff responded that 
currently, materials could be ordered once individuals complete a training with their local early childhood council. COPL staff will share 
information about the next state-level training on the social emotional awareness materials in fall. 
 
New Business – Princess Mack 
 
Project updates 

 State: Staff provided quick highlights from the SAMHSA Cohort 6 grantee convening in Maryland. Jordana emphasized that the 
project received approval for all carryover request, which represents a significant acknowledgement for Colorado’s efforts. 
Phuonglan provided a quick update about the timeline and process for refreshing the Strategic Plan. 

 Evaluation: Care navigation evaluation work continues in efforts to best capture progress and data.  
 Local: ECPAC (Adams): Rachel talked about the presentation at the SAMHSA grantee convening on efforts of the Equity Action 

Team as well as the upcoming Symposium in September to cover CLAS, appreciative inquiry, and immigration issues. The 
Colorado team also shared with other states and communities lessons learned from care navigation efforts.  Rachel reminded 
that the October state Council meeting will take place as a site visit to the local implementation community. 

 Local: Launch Together: Molly shared that LT communities are fully staffed with project coordinators and data liaisons. So far, 
there has been two conference calls across LAUNCH communities (including Larimer and Adams counties) to share local 
processes and successes. Chaffee and Fremont partnership has made huge strides in connecting with providers in their 
communities. LT is in the process of finalizing common evaluation indicators across communities.  

 Family-Focused Workgroup: Princess updated the Council re: the first meeting. Lori talked about the first meeting being a 
starting point where mission and goals are emerging. Their role will be to provide a community voice to ensure services are 
equitable, accessible and relationships are strong. She asked if there would be a role for this work group to give feedback on the 
expulsion and suspension study to which Jordana responded yes. Once the results of the ACEs study are available, they will also 
be shared with families so they can brainstorm re parents not wanting to feel judged, what it might look like from the parents’ 
perspectives, and sending parent to PEAK Center and other conferences. There is a wealth of knowledge and experiences in this 
workgroup which can serve as ambassadors to others via a boot camp idea.   Katherine noted that she mostly took notes during 
this meeting, provide general support, and ensure the focus is tied back into the Council. Next meeting is July 19, 1:30-3:30. All 
are welcome (not just family/parent members).  Alicia talked about her experience at the Advocacy Academy (by the Colorado 
Children’s Campaign) which gave her increased understanding around the way government is structured, motivation to stand 
up and speak out as a parent, and learned about grassroots and grass tops approaches. Princess reiterated that of all the 
LAUNCH grantees present at the conference, Colorado seems ahead of the pack in term of parent engagement.    
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9:45-10:15 am 

Evaluation Results - Informing the Role, Goals & Function of the State Young Child Wellness Council – Sarah Davidon 
 
Sarah presented on results of the Wilder surveys and lead a discussion on next steps for the Council as implicated by data and results. 
Themes emerged included: Council members not sure how skills and talents are being maximized; Still missing concrete action steps 
and strategies; how do we turn commitment into actionable results given the Council “craves” for a specific action. Jordana mentioned 
that perhaps action steps for the Council should match those in the Charter or in other words, the Charter should drive what the 
Council does. It is important to establish congruence between perception of what this Council is/does and what it is/does in actuality. 
Jodi L stated the importance of the Charter being an approved document outlining the role of the Council in role and policy. Pete 
clarified that the state Council does not oversee the project and the role/relationship between the state and local Young Child Wellness 
Councils.  

10:15-11:15 am 
 

Council Discussion, Report-Out and Action Steps – Katherine and Princess  
 
Small group discussions using the following as framework: 

- How do we continue to improve the strength and effectiveness of partnership and collaborations? 
- How do we do a better job in soliciting input from families and using their skills and abilities to the maximum? 
- What are some trackable outcomes? What are action-oriented work or projects needed to achieve goals?  
- Are we evaluating the right thing? 
- How do we better use members’ connections to other groups? How do we align with others who also work on early childhood 

mental health? 
 
Report out: 
Group 1 (Molly, Jennifer S, Mandy, Jordana): 

- Knowing and utilizing member skills from PhD to sidewalk – From there, develop action items at meetings and identify a list of 
skills. Bring back to the staff and leadership team.   

- Consider all levels of engagement at the internal/Council, community level, and state/agencies levels – Develop and distinguish 
job of members from there. Find the connections between each level, clarify acceptable goals. 

- Anchor the work to the Charter, let the Charter clarify the purpose 
- Roles and responsibility – where/how do they fit? What is our responsibility – areas of desired contributions needed?  

Group 2 (Lauren, Dalia, Alicia, Lorraine, Lori): 
- Now knowing acronyms, lacking relationships with newer members 
- Develop attainable goals, then identify members with the right skills, then plug the skills in. Need to find passions and skills in 

developing attainable goals. 
- We have and will continue to have data on what works 
- Bring other resources and initiatives to the table 
- Local Council – What are they doing? Presentation/site visit in October to clarify.  
- Confusing for newcomers to see who is who, use of acronyms, need to keep a list.  
- Role of ECLC across sectors - ECLC to figure out what policy – How to align requires a specific goal, then have outcomes and 

work with ECLC subcommittees.  
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- Have data to support the goals, can bring resources to support Parent Academy with the Children’s Campaign.  
Group 3: 

- Use and application of Charter – Look at progress of charter and should we grade ourselves – will help amplify or simplify our 
roles and purposes 

- Many other groups are doing similar work (especially around policy and financing) - Take priorities of other groups already 
doing policy and financing – What is the family experience – Build off successes. For example, fold in the communications plan, 
care navigation practices, and then filter potential solutions through the lens of parents/families.  

- Develop concrete and attainable goals first then identify the skills needed 
- Other issues to consider: Care navigation, early childhood suspension and expulsion, family-focused groups, communications as 

successful projects; provide a 360-degree view of defined and appropriate topics.  
Group 4: 

- Establish concrete, attainable goals then needed skills will emerge 
- Reference Charter for roles and key partners needed to do the work, including highlighting and including the role and 

contribution of families.  
- Data indicates improvement in opportunity areas. Is this related to Charter project from last summer? Now it feels muddy 

again. Data is about Council function but how does it related to overall COPL goals and mission? Survey asked questions about 
relationship between state and local Councils, which seems relevant to our thoughts and questions.  

- Use of members’ passions and skills – need to focus on what we want to do with those. 
- How do we figure out what our goal is so that we can feed people strengthens into that.  
- What problems are we working on, how do we know when we are making progress, and what are numbers and responsibilities 

to get?  
- Pros and cons of honing in on goals and tasks – Pro is sense of accomplishment and engagement but how do we get to what we 

hone in on?  
- Would like to nudge – Concert and attainable goals and roles – Re-examine the Charter – Does it need to be discussed or 

modified? Do we need to focus on concrete steps? 
 

Other comments: 
- Jodi H reiterated the need to review the Charter as a theme 
- Jennifer S expressed appreciation for Princess’ perspectives and comments but also frustrations around Council’s extensive 

processes that have not lead to results. She encouraged COPL staff and leaders to go forward with goals and ideas, come back to 
present to the Council what is best for the group to work on.   

11:15-11:30 am 
Wrap up & Evaluation 
See Meeting Evaluation Results document.  

Upcoming Meetings: 
● Local Young Child Wellness Council: July 27,  Early Childhood Partnership of Adams County (Contact: Rachel Hubbard) 
● State Young Child Wellness Council: August 23,  Clayton Early Learning; October, 25, Site Visit to the Early Childhood Partnership of Adams 

County (Contact: Ann Bruce) 
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● Early Childhood Leadership Commission: August 24, Health Care Policy & Financing  (Contact: Kristina Mueller) 
● Program Quality and Alignment Sub-Committee (ECLC): July 21, Chambers Family Fund  (Contact: Kristina Mueller) 
● Equity Symposium: September 25, Westminster Recreation Center (Contact: Rachel Hubbard or Phuonglan Nguyen) 

 


